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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Arizona’s criminal justice policies have been among the harshest in the nation for 
many years.  The Arizona Department of Corrections currently incarcerates over 
40,000 inmates.  Arizona’s incarceration rate has more than tripled over the past 30 
years.  As stated in a recent report from the Arizona Auditor General, “1 in every 749 
persons in Arizona was in prison as of June 30, 1980, while 1 in every 170 Arizonans 
was in prison as of June 30, 2008.”1  Between 2000 and 2008 the average annual 
prison-population growth rate in Arizona was 5.1 percent, compared to just 1.5 
percent for the nation as a whole.  The state’s prison growth rate was third highest 
among all 50 states, and, again, the highest in the Western region.  Yet the rate of 
violent crime reduction (9.5 percent) in Arizona falls far short of the reduction in 
violent crime enjoyed by residents of states like New York, for example, where a 
21.7 percent drop in crime has occurred during the same period, while taxpayers 
benefited from an average annual prison-population reduction rate of 1.9 percent.  
 
A wealth of research findings and examples from implementation experience 
demonstrate the cost-savings and public safety advantages of a variety of options 
for improving our sentencing and correctional systems: 
 

 Restoring judicial discretion to sentence people to more effective, less costly 
correctional supervision and treatment options in lieu of prison in cases 
where such measures would clearly better serve both justice and public 
safety objectives. 

 
 Allowing judges the discretion to designate the lowest-level non-violent 

felony offenses as misdemeanors to avoid rendering people charged with 
relatively petty offenses virtually unemployable and barring their access to 
housing, education or treatment services.   

 
 Creating "earned time” and "merit release" programs that provide incentives 

for constructive use of time served behind bars. 
 

 Improving the effectiveness of probation and post-prison supervision with 
strategies that can win better compliance with supervision requirements, 
shorten time under supervision, and reduce recidivism. 

 
“Downscaling Prisons” – An Emerging Trend 
 
As state policymakers confront the worsening fiscal crisis across the U.S., they have 
come face-to-face with the fact that the increased costs associated with harsh 

                                                        
1
 Department of Corrections – Prison Population Growth.  Office of the Arizona Auditor General.  Report 

No. 10-08 September 2010. 
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sentencing policies compete directly with other critical elements of their state 
budgets, like higher education and healthcare.  These policymakers are increasingly 
embracing “evidence-based” sentencing and correctional practices – measures that 
have been tested and found to produce less costly, more effective public safety 
outcomes.   
 
The growing trend towards “evidence-based” practices is beginning to pay off.  Since 
2005, the number of states with declining prison population levels has grown 
steadily – from 9in 2006, 14 in 2007, 19 in 2008, to 24 in 2009. 
 
It is particularly instructive to examine four states – Kansas, Michigan, New Jersey, 
and New York.  In contrast to the 12 percent growth in overall state prison 
populations since 2000, these states have actually achieved significant declines in 
their prison populations in recent years:2 
 

 New York: A 19 percent reduction from 72,899 to 58,687 from 1999 to 2009, 
 Michigan: A 12 percent reduction from 51,577 to 45,478, from 2006 to 2009, 
 New Jersey: A 19 percent reduction from 31,493 to 25,382, from 1999 to 

2009, 
 Kansas: A 5 percent reduction from 9,132 to 8,641, from 2003 to 2009.3 

 
The record in “downscaling states” is clear.  Reducing prison populations does not 
increase crime rates.  Reduction in prison population levels in Kansas since 2003 
has not diminished public safety.  By 2008, the violent crime rate had fallen by 3 
percent, while property crime fell by 16 percent.  While prison population levels 
spiraled downward in Michigan, crime rates also fell – with a reduction in violent 
crime of 11 percent between 2006 and 2008, and a 9 percent reduction in property 
crime.  
 
Since 1999, when New Jersey’s prison population began to fall, a combination of 
drug policy reforms and parole system improvements set the stage for significant 
state budget savings, and – again – there has been no negative impact on public 
safety.  Between 1999 and 2008, the rate of violent crime dropped by 21 percent, 
while property crime fell by 23 percent.  Meanwhile, the state of New York has set 
national records for both crime reduction and prison downscaling.  FBI crime data 
show that by 2008, violent crime had fallen by 32 percent since 1999, and property 
crime fell by 26 percent.  
 
Conservative States Have Revisited Their Sentencing Practices: North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi  
 

                                                        
2 Greene, Judith and Marc Mauer.  “Downscaling Prison:  Lessons from four states,” Washington, DC & 
New York:  Joint publication of the Sentencing Project and Justice Strategies.  March 2010.    
3
 Data from Bureau of Justice Statistics’ annual prison populations reports, updated with the most recent 

data brief, “Prisoners at Yearend 2009 – Advance Counts.”  Washington DC:  Department of Justice.  
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In North Carolina, most of the state’s mandatory minimum drug laws were replaced 
with structured sentences that favor treatment in the community over prison in 
cases involving possession or sale of less than an ounce of a controlled substance.  
North Carolina’s award-winning sentencing model was introduced in 1994, and has 
helped greatly to keep the correctional budget within affordable limits.  The state’s 
imprisonment rate is remarkably low:  372, compared to a rate of 554 for the 
Southern region.  
 

In 2010, legislators in South Carolina agreed to allow judges the discretion to 
sentence people convicted of non-violent drug crimes to probation.  If they are 
sentenced to prison, they will become eligible for parole release.  While they 
increased some penalties for those convicted of violent crimes, the new law is 
designed to improve parole supervision and help to reduce the number of people 
who might be sent back to prison for breaking the rules.  The goal is to reduce 
recidivism and improve public safety through introduction of evidence-based 
correctional practices. 
 

Facing financial problems in 2008, Mississippi legislators took a step toward rolling 
back truth-in-sentencing.  The new law, SB 2136, restored the possibility of parole 
for many people incarcerated for drug crimes by stipulating that individuals 
convicted of possession, sale or distribution of drugs under certain weight levels 
(e.g., less than two ounces of cocaine) are parole-eligible after serving one-quarter 
of their prison sentence.  Cost savings for Mississippi taxpayers due to the rollback 
of truth-in-sentencing are estimated at $200 million. 
 

Evidence-Based Community Supervision Can Reduce Recidivism and Crime 
 

Many efforts are underway across the U.S. to improve the effectiveness of probation 
and post-prison supervision with strategies that can win better compliance with 
supervision requirements, shorten time under supervision, and reduce recidivism.  
Lipsey and Cullen reviewed empirical evidence on the effects of sanctions and 
supervision on recidivism.4  They have identified three key findings to help direct 
the improvement of correctional system performance: 
 

 Every meta-analysis done to date has found that increasing the 
severity of sanctions at best produces only modest reductions in 
recidivism; at worst, it results in increased recidivism; 

 Every meta-analysis of large sample studies finds greater 
reductions in recidivism for programs that offer treatment, as 
opposed to those that do not; and 

 Nearly every meta-analysis of “specific rehabilitation treatments 
or approaches” finds reduced levels of recidivism. 

 
Sweeping changes to probation and parole supervision in Maryland have been 

                                                        
4
Mark W. Lipsey, and Francis T. Cullen, The Effectiveness of Correctional Rehabilitation: A review of 

systematic reviews, Annual Review of Law and Social Science, Vol. 3 (2007).  
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rigorously evaluated and the results are remarkable. 5  Based on research findings 
on what works in correctional services, the program design for Proactive 
Community Supervision (PCS) rests on four key prescriptive elements: 
 

1. Use a standardized tool to assess criminal characteristics. 
 

2. Engage people under supervision to join their personal desires and goals to a 
focus on dealing with criminogenic issues. 

 
3. Emphasize achievement of behavioral goals via positive and negative re-

enforcers. 
 

4. Maintain an environment where people under supervision can take 
incremental steps and learn from missteps or small relapses.   

 
Evaluation findings revealed that people supervised under PCS had a 42 percent 
lower rate of rearrest for new crimes than those supervised using traditional 
methods.  The technical violation rate was also lower for the PCS group: 35 percent 
compared to 40 percent of the non-PCS group.6 
 
Conclusion 
 
The harsh reality of the fiscal crisis coupled with a renewed interest in evidence-
based programming is stimulating a national conversation about the unreasonably 
high level of incarceration in the U.S. and the prospects for reducing its scale while 
at the same time promoting better public safety outcomes.  Community corrections 
practice in Arizona is already moving toward broad implementation of evidence-
based strategies, and the preliminary results are showing great promise.     
 
The track record established in four “downscaling states” demonstrates that prison 
populations can be reduced with sentencing reforms and correctional policies 
designed to improve the overall performance of the criminal justice system.  The 
fast growth in the number of states that are experiencing declines in their prison 
population has not been met by public outcry.  More than a decade of public opinion 
surveys show that support has steadily increased for sensible reforms.  The time is 
ripe in Arizona to pursue a better balance between prison costs and community 
corrections benefits. 
 
Arizona policymakers can restore judicial discretion to sentence people to more 
effective, less costly correctional supervision and treatment options in lieu of prison 

                                                        
5 Ríos, Néstor and Judith Greene “Reducing Recidivism:  A Review of Effective State Initiatives,” with 
Nestor Rios.  New York:  Justice Strategies.  April 2009. 
6 Taxman, Faye S. “No Illusions: Offender and Organizational Change in Maryland’s Proactive 
Community Supervision Efforts.” Criminology and Public Policy 7:2, June 2008.  
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in cases where such measures would clearly better serve both justice and public 
safety objectives.  Policies can be introduced to shorten prison terms with incentives 
for constructive activities.  Pragmatic changes to “truth in sentencing” provisions 
have not proved controversial in states that have adopted them.  Efforts to improve 
community supervision of people sentenced to probation, as well as those who 
return home from prison, are helping to restore our confidence in the American 
courts and correctional systems.  
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REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Arizona’s criminal justice policies have been among the harshest in the nation for 
many years.  The Arizona Department of Corrections currently incarcerates over 
40,000 inmates.  Arizona’s incarceration rate has more than tripled over the past 30 
years.  As stated in a recent report from the Arizona Auditor General, “1 in every 749 
persons in Arizona was in prison as of June 30, 1980, while 1 in every 170 Arizonans 
was in prison as of June 30, 2008.”1  Between 2000 and 2008 the average annual 
prison population growth rate in Arizona was 5.1 percent, compared to just 
1.5 percent for the nation as a whole.  The state’s prison growth rate was third 
highest among all 50 states, and, again, the highest in the Western region.  Yet the 
rate of violent crime reduction (9.5 percent) in Arizona falls far short of the 
reduction in violent crime enjoyed by residents of states like New York, for example, 
where a 21.7 percent drop in crime has occurred during the same period, while 
taxpayers benefited from an average annual prison population reduction rate of 1.9 
percent.  
 
This policy report is intended to encourage consideration of criminal justice 
practices in Arizona that have proved effective in other states.  States in every 
region of the nation are "downscaling" their prison populations, using evidence-
based sentencing and correctional policies and practices to save money and improve 
public safety. 
 

The research findings and examples from implementation experience summarized 
in this report demonstrate the cost-savings and public safety advantages of a variety 
of options for improving our sentencing and correctional systems: 
 

 Restoring judicial discretion to sentence people to more effective, less costly 
correctional supervision and treatment options in lieu of prison in cases 
where such measures would clearly better serve both justice and public 
safety objectives. 

 

 Allowing judges the discretion to designate the lowest-level non-violent 
felony offenses as misdemeanors to avoid rendering people charged with 
relatively petty offenses virtually unemployable and barring their access to 
housing, education or treatment services.   

 

 Creating "earned time” and "merit release" programs that provide incentives 
for constructive use of time served behind bars. 

 

                                                        
1
 Department of Corrections – Prison Population Growth.  Office of the Arizona Auditor General.  Report 

No. 10-08 September 2010. 
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 Improving the effectiveness of probation and post-prison supervision with 
strategies that can win better compliance with supervision requirements, 
shorten time under supervision, and reduce recidivism. 

“DOWNSCALING PRISONS” – AN EMERGING TREND 
 
As state policymakers confront the worsening fiscal crisis across the U.S., they have 
come face-to-face with the fact that the increased costs associated with harsh 
sentencing policies compete directly with other critical elements of their state 
budgets, like higher education and healthcare.  These policymakers are increasingly 
embracing “evidence-based” sentencing and correctional practices – measures that 
have been tested and found to produce less costly, more effective public safety 
outcomes.   
 
Evidence-based practices are finding increased public support, signaling broad 
political permission for taking a fresh look at ideas such as diversion to treatment of 
people charged with lower-level drug and property offenses; shortening the length 
of time those sent to prison spend there by creating incentives for constructive 
engagement in treatment programs, education, and work assignments; and using 
graduated sanctions for people on probation and parole who break the rules.  The 
growing trend towards “evidence-based” practices is beginning to pay off.  Since 
2005, the number of states with declining prison population levels has grown 
steadily -- from 9 in 2006, 14 in 2007, 19 in 2008, to 24 in 2009. 
 
It is particularly instructive to examine four states – Kansas, Michigan, New Jersey, 
and New York.  In contrast to the 12 percent growth in overall state prison 
populations since 2000, these states have actually achieved significant declines in 
their prison populations in recent years:2 
 

 New York: A 19 percent reduction from 72,899 to 58,687 from 1999 to 2009, 
 Michigan: A 12 percent reduction from 51,577 to 45,478, from 2006 to 2009, 
 New Jersey: A 19 percent reduction from 31,493 to 25,382, from 1999 to 

2009, 
 Kansas: A 5 percent reduction from 9,132 to 8,641, from 2003 to 2009.3 

 
The initiatives implemented in these four “downscaling” states to reduce reliance on 
incarceration cover a range of policy changes which are well-supported by research 
findings.4 

  

                                                        
2 Greene, Judith and Marc Mauer.  “Downscaling Prison:  Lessons from four states,” Washington, DC & 
New York:  Joint publication of the Sentencing Project and Justice Strategies.  March 2010.    
3
 Data from Bureau of Justice Statistics’ annual prison populations reports, updated with the most recent 

data brief, “Prisoners at Yearend 2009 – Advance Counts.”  Washington DC:  Department of Justice.  
4
 Greene and Mauer. 
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USE OF MANDATORY SENTENCING SCALED DOWN: NEW YORK, MICHIGAN, 
KANSAS 
 

 New York: Scaled back the Rockefeller Drug Laws substantially to reduce the 
scope of mandatory sentences. 

 
 Michigan: Reformed the “650 Lifer Law” that had previously imposed life 

sentences for 650-gram drug offenses, even for first-time offenders.  
Eliminated most mandatory minimum sentences for drug offenses and 
incorporated sentencing provisions into the guidelines system, with 
enhanced judicial discretion.  Restructured community corrections planning 
expectations to create incentives to target “straddle-cell” cases in sentencing 
guidelines for intermediate sanctions. 

 
 Kansas: Amended state sentencing guidelines to divert people convicted of 

drug possession to mandatory treatment rather than prison, and eliminated 
sentencing enhancements for persons with prior convictions for drug 
possession. 

 

EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVES FOR “PRISON BOUND” PEOPLE: NEW YORK, NEW 

JERSEY 
 

 New York: Drug Treatment Alternative to Prison program established by the 
Brooklyn District Attorney’s Office to divert prison-bound defendants into 
treatment programs helped to reduce use of incarceration, and was 
expanded to other prosecutors’ offices statewide.  Statewide network of 
Alternatives to Incarceration programs utilized data to target prison-bound 
offenders for sentencing alternatives. 

 
 New Jersey: Attorney General revised plea negotiation guidelines to permit 

“open pleas” in lower-level, drug-free-zone cases, giving judges discretion at 
sentencing.  Court officials expanded the drug-court model statewide, and 
encouraged judges to consider “open plea” cases for treatment. 

 

REDUCING TIME SERVED IN PRISON: NEW YORK 
 

 New York: Implemented “merit time” credits and other incentives for 
participation in education and vocational training, treatment and other 
services to speed parole consideration. 
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REDUCING REVOCATIONS: NEW JERSEY, MICHIGAN, KANSAS 
 

 New Jersey: Established Regional Assessment Centers to provide input to 
parole board in determining if parole violators should be allowed to continue 
on parole supervision. 

 
 Michigan: Established the Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative to develop 

locally based planning, focusing on services in housing, employment, 
substance abuse, and other areas designed to increase prospects for 
successful reentry. 

 
 Kansas: Justice Reinvestment strategy to provide services under community 

supervision to reduce revocations for rule violations.  Risk Reduction 
Initiative provides funding to county-operated programs that emphasize 
neighborhood revitalization, substance abuse and mental health treatment, 
and housing services. 

ARIZONA PRISONS ARE CROWDED WITH PEOPLE CONVICTED OF LOW-LEVEL, 
NON-VIOLENT CRIMES. 
 
Current laws and policies crowd Arizona's prisons with people convicted of low-
level, non-violent crimes whose offenses are driven by addiction to alcohol and 
illegal drugs.  Arizona's repeat-offender codes fail to make a rational distinction 
between serious crime and relatively petty offenses, driving long sentences for 
people who could be more effectively and economically sentenced to treatment. 
 

Under Arizona’s mandatory sentencing system, non-violent offenders make up more 
than one-third of state prisoners.  Since 2006, the number of people admitted to 
prison for first-time drug possession and paraphernalia crimes has increased 
dramatically.5 
 
In 2004, Families Against Mandatory Minimums published a report that 
summarized the reasons for over-reliance on incarceration in Arizona.6   
 

The large number of low-level and non-violent offenders behind bars 
is a product of Arizona’s mandatory sentencing laws, which force 
judges to lock up individuals who commit repeat but petty offenses.  
Most of these individuals are substance abusers whose crimes are 
related to addiction and many should be in mandatory treatment and 
other community-based programs rather than prison. 
 

                                                        
5
 Fischer, Daryl.  “Prisoners in Arizona:  A Profile of the Inmate Population.”  Phoenix, AZ:  Arizona 

Prosecuting Attorney’s Advisory Council.  March 2010. 
6
 Greene, Judith, Kevin Pranis and Howard Wine.  “Arizona Prison Crisis:  A Call for Smart on Crime 

Solutions.”  Washington DC:  Families Against Mandatory Minimums.  May 2004. 
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When applied to non-dangerous offenses, Arizona’s sentencing 
enhancements make little or no distinction between serious and petty 
offenders.  For example, under the repetitive enhancement, an addict 
with one prior conviction for drug possession caught selling a gram of 
cocaine faces a sentence that is almost double that of a dealer caught 
with a kilo of cocaine for the first time.  Such an outcome flies in the 
face of common sense and the will of voters, who clearly intended that 
convictions for drug possession should not result in long prison terms.  
Yet if the enhancement is invoked and the prosecutor can prove the 
facts, the judge must impose an enhanced sentence. 
 
The law prevents judges from imposing mandatory treatment and 
community-based sanctions on thousands of low-level non-violent 
offenders, even though these sentences would cost less, reduce 
recidivism and increase public safety more effectively than prison.  
The result is long sentences for non-violent and often low-level 
offenses. 

 
Little has changed since 2004.  Arizona’s drug laws treat the lowest-level sellers, 
most of whom are addicts, like major players in the drug market.  Because many 
drug offenses, including possession with intent to sell, are Class 2 felonies 
regardless of the circumstances (just one felony class level below first-degree 
murder), addict-sellers can get prison terms longer than some violent offenders. 
 And because of the nature of drug addiction, many who face such charges have 
similar non-violent charges pending, and find themselves facing multiple, lengthy 
sentencing enhancements. 
 

CONSERVATIVE STATES HAVE REVISITED THEIR SENTENCING PRACTICES: 

NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, MISSISSIPPI  
 
Arizona’s incarceration rate of 579 is exceeded only by five other states.  Steps have 
been taken in some “conservative,” “tough-on-crime” states to reverse the impact of 
failed sentencing and correctional practices. 
 

North Carolina 
 
In North Carolina, most of the state’s mandatory minimum drug laws were replaced 
with structured sentences that favor treatment in the community over prison in 
cases involving possession or sale of less than an ounce of a controlled substance.  
North Carolina’s award-winning sentencing model was introduced in 1994, and has 
helped greatly to keep the correctional budget within affordable limits.  The state’s 
imprisonment rate is remarkably low:  372, compared to a rate of 554 for the 
Southern region.  
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North Carolina judges use a grid system, with individual defendants assigned 
according to both the seriousness of the offense (e.g., the weight of the drugs 
involved) and the seriousness of their prior criminal history, if any.  People who fall 
into the lowest grid boxes – those convicted of the least serious crimes and with the 
least serious prior records – are presumed eligible for a community punishment of 
standard probation or outpatient drug treatment.  People convicted in more serious 
cases, but who have not caused bodily harm, might fall into a grid box that draws an 
intermediate punishment – intensive probation supervision and rigorous treatment 
requirements.   
 
Some “border” boxes in the grid offer the judge a choice between an intermediate 
punishment or an active sentence of prison, or between an intermediate or 
community punishment.  Judges are able to depart from the sentencing 
presumptions if warranted by legitimate distinctions among defendants and 
offenses, such as the actual role of the defendant, whether the defendant personally 
profited from the sale, and whether the defendant is struggling with addiction. 
 
The principal strength of North Carolina’s structured sentencing system is that it 
has created a rational means to achieve proportionate sentencing norms.  Drug 
“traffickers” convicted of selling 28 grams (roughly an ounce) or more of cocaine 
remain outside of the grid system and face a mandatory prison sentence.  But the 
vast majority of those convicted for possession or sale of less than an ounce are 
sanctioned in the community, with a primary aim of providing them with 
supervision and treatment, not punishment for punishment’s sake. 
 
The greatly reduced reliance on imprisonment for drug crimes in North Carolina has 
not reduced public safety.  While crime rates declined across the nation over the 
past two decades, North Carolina faired particularly well with the rate of violent 
crime falling by 25 percent and the rate of property crime by 16 percent since 
1990.7  
 

South Carolina 
 

After seeing their state’s prison population increase more than six-fold since 1983, 
state officials in one of the most conservative southern states have decided to take 
bold action to stem the spiral caused by tougher sentencing and mandatory 
minimum laws.8  In the mid-1990s, the state had adopted a “Truth in Sentencing” 
measure that required many people sentenced to prison to serve at least 85 percent 
of their sentence before being considered for release.   
 

                                                        
7
 FBI Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data. 

8 “Prisons full, coffers empty:  Southern Republicans think it’s time to slow down the growth of 
locking up.” The Economist, July 22, 2010 
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In 2010, legislators agreed to allow judges the discretion to sentence people 
convicted of non-violent drug crimes to probation.  If they are sentenced to prison, 
they will become eligible for parole release.  While they increased some penalties 
for those convicted of violent crimes, the new law is designed to improve parole 
supervision, and help to reduce the number of people who might be sent back to 
prison for breaking the rules.  The goal is to reduce recidivism and improve public 
safety through introduction of evidence-based correctional practices. 
 
The reforms contained in Senate Bill 1154 were crafted by a bi-partisan sentencing 
commission that included members from all three branches of government.  Some of 
the specific initiatives include: 
 

 Giving judges the discretion to sentence those convicted of non-trafficking 
drug convictions to probation, and to make those sent to prison eligible for 
parole, supervised furlough, community supervision, work release, work 
credits, education credits, and good conduct credits. 

 
 Introducing evidence-based practices that encourage compliance with 

probation and parole requirements, and use of administrative sanctions to 
revocation and recidivism. 

 
 Requiring those with sentences of two or more years to participate in reentry 

programs for six months prior to being released. 
 

 Introducing cost-effective prison release, home incarceration, and 
community supervision programs and incentive-based strategies for 
alternatives to incarceration. 

 
 Developing a validated risk and needs assessment tool to improve probation 

supervision. 
 

 Using evidence-based practices to gauge risks, needs, and “motivations to 
change” to inform parole decisions. 

 
 Preparing fiscal impact statements so legislators will understand the costs 

associated with all new criminal offense legislation proposals. 
 
A Sentencing Reform Oversight Committee has been established to guide 
implementation of the reforms.  State officials estimate that the reforms will save 
taxpayers more than $400 million over the next half-decade. 
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Mississippi  
 
In 1995, Mississippi, like Arizona, embraced “truth-in-sentencing” by eliminating 
parole, whether the crime was violent or nonviolent, requiring all prisoners to serve 
at least 85 percent of their prison term.  The new law was enacted with little 
consideration of the long-term effect it would have on the state’s prison population.9  
Between 1994 and 2007, prison expenditures grew by 155 percent.  
 
In 2001, after many years of wrangling about the harsh impact of “truth-in-
sentencing” policy, Mississippi legislators restored parole eligibility to nonviolent, 
first-time offenders who have served at least one-quarter of their prison sentences.  
This narrow change applied to first-time offenders convicted of simple possession of 
drugs, but not to those convicted of selling drugs – even a minimal quantity.  Facing 
financial problems in 2008, legislators took a second step toward rolling back truth-
in-sentencing.  The new law, SB 2136, restored the possibility of parole for many 
people incarcerated for drug crimes by stipulating that individuals convicted of 
possession, sale, or distribution of drugs under certain weight levels (e.g., less than 
two ounces of cocaine) are parole-eligible after serving one-quarter of their prison 
sentence. 
 
The decision to release those eligible for consideration still rests with the Parole 
Board, whose members were appointed by the governor.  To increase the board’s 
rate of parole, Correction Commissioner Chris Epps introduced an evidence-based 
tool for risk prediction to identify which parole candidates are less likely to 
recidivate.  Positive results of the reform have been celebrated as a model in 
Governing Magazine. 10 

 
Previously parole members had relied mainly on their guts.  With the 
new instrument in place, the parole grant rate soared, from roughly 
30 percent to more than half.  As the result of the new law, between 
April 2009 and August 2009, 3,100 inmates were reduced early, with 
virtually no public notice and no controversy. 
 

Cost savings for Mississippi taxpayers due to the rollback of truth-in-sentencing are 
estimated at $200 million. 
  
 

                                                        
9
 Wood, Peter B. and R. Gregory Dunaway.  2003.  “Consequences of Truth-in-Sentencing:  The 

Mississippi Case.”  Punishment and Society, Vol. 5, No.2. 
10 Buntin, John.  “Mississippi's Corrections Reform:  How America's reddest state -- and most 
notorious prison -- became a model of corrections reform.”  Governing Magazine, August 2010. 
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INCARCERATION AND CRIME RATES 
 
Experience has shown that the inverse relationship some advocates claim exists 
between incarceration rates and crime rates is by no means a simple matter.  The 
common belief that more prisons are the answer to the problem of crime held sway 
for decades.  Yet the evidence offered in support of this position has been contested 
by a wealth of research findings, and the validity of the claim seems increasingly 
thin as the experience in “downscaling” states demonstrates that substantial 
reductions in prison populations can go hand in hand with favorable declines in 
crime rates. 
 
William Spelman argues that without the huge buildup in prison capacity between 
1970 and 1990, crime rates would be 25 percent higher than they are today.11  Yet 
in “Unlocking America,” a group of distinguished American criminologists conclude 
that Spelman’s analysis does not help to explain the experience in many states and 
counties that appears to run counter to his claim.12 
 

More recent estimates based on individual states and counties within 
states have estimated the crime-reduction impact of prison growth to 
be much smaller or nonexistent.  Research on crime and incarceration 
does not consistently indicate that the massive use of incarceration 
has reduced crime rates. 
 
In sum, studies on the impact of incarceration on crime rates come to 
a range of conclusions that vary from “making crime worse” to 
“reducing crime a great deal.”  Though conclusive evidence is lacking, 
the bulk of the evidence points to three conclusions: 1) The effect of 
imprisonment on crime rates, if there is one, is small; 2) If there is an 
effect, it diminishes as prison populations expand; and 3) The 
overwhelming and undisputed negative side effects of incarceration 
far outweigh its potential, unproven benefits. 

 
Further, the “Unlocking America” criminologists assert that more prisons are not 
making communities safer. 
 

Careful analysis of variations in states’ crime and incarceration rates 
reveals a consistent relationship: states with the lowest crime rates 
also have the lowest incarceration rates, and this is not primarily a 
result of incarceration reducing crime.  Put differently, if incarceration 
were the key to a safer society, cities and states with exceptionally 
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high incarceration rates (e.g., Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Louisiana, 
Texas, and Oklahoma) would be the safest — not the most dangerous 
— places to live.  What makes a place safe are social and economic 
factors that deliver a high quality of life as measured by good 
education, strong families, informal social controls, viable networks, 
and opportunities for stable, meaningful, and well-paid work.  

 
The lurid television reports of crimes committed by people who have been released 
from prisons may lead one to believe that formerly incarcerated people are causing 
a crime wave; however, Bureau of Justice Statistics data show that just five percent 
of all arrests involve people recently released from prison.13  Research suggests that 
longer sentences and sentencing enhancements have no major impact on post-
prison recidivism or crime rates in general.14  A research team at the Rand 
Corporation who studied correctional issues over many years concluded that 
community corrections in California is at least as effective as prison in discouraging 
lawbreaking.15   
 
New evidence from a "downscaling" state indicates that counties maintaining the 
highest incarceration rates continue to suffer the highest rates of violent crime, 
while lower incarceration rates are associated with less crime at the county level.  A 
recent exploratory study by Paul Schupp and Craig Rivera adds a new perspective 
on the evolving debate between academic experts who have reported a crime-
reduction effect of increased incarceration16 and those who maintain that heavy 
reliance on imprisonment does not support this thesis.17   
 
Schupp and Rivera modeled incarceration patterns, or “trajectories” (trends in the 
percentage of people convicted of felonies who were sentenced to state prison) in 
each of New York’s counties over the decade spanning 1990 to 1999.  Then they 
used quantitative methods to examine the relationship of different patterns of 
incarceration on county-level crime rates in 2000.18 

 
Having identified these trajectories, we then demonstrated how they 
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can be used to evaluate what relationship, if any, imprisonment 
throughout the 1990s had with both violent and property crime rates 
in 2000.  In the bivariate analyses, the general pattern was that 
counties with high and/or consistently increasing trajectories of 
imprisonment throughout the 1990s had higher crime in 2000.  
Indeed, the high-rate decreasing group, which had either the highest 
or among the highest levels of incarceration throughout the decade, 
had the highest property and violent crime rates in 2000.  On the 
other end of the spectrum, the group with the lowest imprisonment 
rates, the “low-rate increasing” group, had the lowest property and 
violent crime rates in 2000. 

 
Noting that crime rates and other factors experienced during the decade of the 
1990s might be driving crime rates in 2000, the research team used multivariate 
modeling tools to explore this possibility. 
 

Even after controlling for the African American population, economic 
deprivation, and average crime rates in the 1990s, counties that went 
through the decade following a high and/or consistently increasing 
imprisonment trajectory had higher violent crime rates in 2000 than 
those counties that followed a low-level pattern of imprisonment, and 
the difference was statistically significant. 

 
Similar findings have emerged in county-level research on incarceration and crime 
in Florida.19  Taken together, these findings give credence to the theory that 
increasing patterns of incarceration may actually be associated with higher levels of 
violent crime. 
 

WHY PRISON ISN’T ALWAYS THE BEST ANSWER. 
 
Groundbreaking research has documented deleterious effects of sending so many 
people to prison for such long terms.  Dina Rose and Todd Clear examined crime 
statistics in Tallahassee neighborhoods and found that in neighborhoods where 
incarceration rates shot up the most, crime rates increased more than in other 
neighborhoods in the following year.  And when crime dropped in Tallahassee 
overall, it fell the least in the high-incarceration zones.20 
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They argue that when too many people are pulled from their neighborhoods, 
incapacitation reaches a “tipping point” that can send crime rates spiraling up.  
Simply churning large numbers of young people from the inner city through the 
prison system destabilizes neighborhoods already stressed by poverty and crime.  
Networks of informal social control in such locations, imperfect as they are, may still 
serve to keep the level of crime within limits.  Those involved in low-level, non-
violent criminality may still provide support and care for their children and other 
important pro-social supports for their neighbors and friends.  Viewed purely as an 
economic asset, each prisoner represents a net financial loss to his or her family and 
home community.   
 
Clear’s research has helped to bring to public attention the idea of “million dollar 
blocks’ – concentrated zones of poverty in urban America where millions are spent 
incarcerating residents each year.  Clear terms the process of cycling inmates back 
and forth from prison to such communities “coercive mobility,” creating crime by 
disrupting informal, social-control networks and increasing disorder.21 
 
Over the past decade a wealth of scholarship has traced the effects of concentrated 
incarceration and the many harms it brings to families, communities, family, and the 
labor market.  Research at Princeton University in 2005 attempted to answer an 
unorthodox question:  Was the increase in imprisonment primarily the result of 
changes in the criminal justice system, or to increasing crime among low-educated 
men?  Rather than merely being reflective of social ills, the increase in incarceration 
of low-educated Black men appears to have contributed to economic inequality.  
They found that, "[t]he growth in economic inequality was accompanied by the 
emergence of two kinds of collective experience: one among college-educated 
whites who were largely unaffected by the prison boom, the other among non-
college blacks, for whom imprisonment became a common life event."22  
Imprisonment for this group has become not just a means of social control but also a 
contributing factor to their expanding inequality.” 
 
Devah Pager, Bruce Western, and Bart Bonikowski examined the nexus of 
discrimination, employment, and imprisonment.  Through field experiments in New 
York City's low-wage labor markets, they were able to demonstrate the inner 
workings of this process.  Their results showed that equally qualified Black 
applicants were half as likely to receive callbacks from job interviews or job offers 
as compared to Whites, and that in fact, Blacks and Latinos with clean criminal 
records did no better than White job applicants recently released from prison.23  
Further work by Pager and her colleagues has shown how even employers who 
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indicate in surveys a higher interest in hiring individuals formerly in prison are no 
more likely to hire them in practice.24  This research points up how criminal 
sanctions that render people virtually unemployable can undermine the goals 
sought through improvement of reentry policies, casting those who are struggling to 
support themselves and their families onto the public welfare rolls.    
 

Bruce Western has documented the impact of incarceration on the labor market and 
the family in terms of low wages, unemployment, and poverty rates.  Men who have 
been imprisoned experience a 30 to 40 percent reduction in earnings, a 15 percent 
reduction in hourly wages, and an increased likelihood of poverty.  Western explains 
how incarceration impedes family formation and damages existing marital bonds, 
breaking up vulnerable families by increasing the likelihood of divorce.  He argues 
that since marriage is an institution that has been shown to foster desistance from 
crime, the destructive effects of incarceration may create yet more crime.25 
 
The “get tough” philosophy that has driven the prison boom also has  spawned a 
decade of research on the counter-productive, collateral consequences of irrational 
harsh punishment.  The authors of “Unlocking America” summed up the complex 
social and economic barriers faced by those who are processed though the criminal 
justice system.26 
 

Prisoners face exceptional problems from their stigmatized and 
reduced social and civil status.  They are automatically barred from 
most city, county, and state employment and from some housing such 
as federally subsidized housing and are systematically denied 
employment by many private employers.  Their right to vote varies 
from state to state, even from county to county in some states. 

 
Even without imprisonment, the permanent stain of a felony conviction marks 
people as targets for social exclusion.  Jeff Manza and Chris Uggen have explored the 
dilemma of felony disenfranchisement, documenting how laws denying felons the 
right to vote impacts disproportionate numbers of Black and Latino citizens, adding 
to the legal, social, and psychological burdens they carry as they seek a path toward 
a law-abiding life.  Manza and Uggen present evidence suggesting that people with 
convictions who are able to vote are less likely to reoffend.27   
 
The work of scholars like Western, Pager, Manza, and Uggen point to the need for 
new sentencing policies that reclassify some lower-level, non-violent, felony crimes 
to the misdemeanor level, or increase judicial discretion and flexibility to designate 
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such felonies as misdemeanors on a case-by-case basis, and to restore civil liberties 
for people facing conviction who have not caused serious harm, so that they will be 
able to participate fully in civic life, and secure employment and housing as they 
strive toward a more constructive, crime-free life in the community.  
 

EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES GAIN ATTENTION 
 

In the mid-1970s, some criminal justice researchers expressed deep skepticism 
about the success of intervention programs in improving the ability of people 
convicted of crimes to correct their behavior and become fully functioning members 
of society.  Over the past three decades, however, extensive research by social 
scientists and criminologists has helped to spur reconsideration of treatment and 
other viable correctional interventions. 
 

Using “meta-analysis” studies and cost-benefit techniques, researchers have 
identified effective approaches and principles for design and implementation of 
treatment interventions.  Researchers Mark W. Lipsey and Francis T. Cullen have 
reviewed empirical evidence on the positive effects of sanctions and supervision on 
recidivism.28  Findings from such research efforts have renewed interest in 
correctional options that demonstrate more effective outcomes in terms of success 
under community supervision, reduced recidivism, and less cost to the taxpayer.  
Research findings covering outcome evaluations for treatment and community 
supervision, and recent cost-benefit studies highlight both the fiscal and public 
safety advantages of these strategies.  
 

A growing number of state and federal policymakers are rethinking mandatory 
minimum sentencing laws that require automatic prison terms for those convicted 
of drug offenses in the light of research showing the public safety advantages of 
treatment over incarceration.  In recent testimony before the United States 
Sentencing Commission on the impact of mandatory minimum penalties in federal 
sentencing, Marc Mauer, Director of the Sentencing Project, suggested it is unlikely 
they reduce offending for several reasons.  
 

First, deterrence is mostly a function of the certainty, not severity, of punishment.  
Second, there is a replacement effect in play in drug-sale offenses where a new seller 
is ready to fill the void left by the arrest of his or her predecessor.  Third, meta-
analysis studies suggest that mandatory penalties themselves may be criminogenic 
in that longer prison sentences provide greater opportunity to learn more and 
enhanced criminal behavior.  Finally, mandatory sentences make successful 
reintegration into society more difficult for individuals who are out of touch with 
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their families and communities for long periods of time, increasing the likelihood of 
recidivism.29 

THE ROLE OF ADDICTION TREATMENT 
 
Lipsey and Cullen reviewed empirical evidence on the effects of sanctions and 
supervision on recidivism.30  They have identified three key findings to help direct 
the improvement of correctional system performance: 
 

 Every meta-analysis done to date has found that increasing the 
severity of sanctions at best produces only modest reductions in 
recidivism; at worst, it results in increased recidivism, 

 Every meta-analysis of large-sample studies finds greater 
reductions in recidivism for programs that offer treatment, as 
opposed to those that do not, and 

 Nearly every meta-analysis of “specific rehabilitation treatments 
or approaches” finds reduced levels of recidivism. 

 
These findings suggest that being more punitive can produce less constructive, more 
harmful consequences for people convicted of crimes, for their families and 
communities, and, ultimately, for victims of crime.  Viewed from an economic and 
public-safety standpoint, the choice between prison and substance abuse treatment 
for most individuals convicted of nonviolent offenses should be an easy one.  A 
rational cost-benefit calculation favors treatment hands down.  
 
Data from the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse reveals that from 
1996 to 2006 there was a 43.2 percent increase in the number of substance-
involved individuals behind bars – 1.9 million, of whom almost 1.5 million met 
medical criteria for alcohol, drug abuse, and/or dependence the year prior to arrest, 
fully 64.5 percent of the incarcerated population.31  A third (32.9 percent) of the 2.3 
million people under incarceration have a mental health disorder and a quarter 
(24.4 percent) have both a substance use and mental health disorder.  And yet, as all 
three levels of government in the U.S. spent $74 billion in court, incarceration, 
probation, and parole costs to process, convict, and house substance-involved adults 
and juveniles in 2005, federal and state governments spent only $632 million, of 
their estimated $48 billion in criminal justice expenses, on prevention and 
treatment. 
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A landmark RAND Corporation study comparing the impacts of different law 
enforcement strategies to treatment for heavy users of cocaine found that treatment 
is far more effective than mandatory minimum prison sentences.  The RAND 
research team estimated that money spent on treatment for people prosecuted on 
federal cocaine charges should reduce serious crimes against both property and 
persons about 15 times more effectively than incarceration.32 
 
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services evaluation of clients in publicly 
funded treatment programs found that drug use dropped by 41 percent in the year 
after treatment.  The proportion of clients selling drugs dropped by 78 percent and 
the proportion arrested on any charge dropped by 64 percent.33  The “CALDATA” 
study in California found that for every tax dollar invested in substance abuse 
treatment, taxpayers saved seven dollars in future crime-and health-related costs.34 
 

Staff at the Washington State Institute for Public Policy (WSIPP) conducted 
extensive research on the costs and benefits of program interventions that might be 
expected to reduce crime.  Findings released in 2003 show that for those convicted 
of drug offenses, a dollar invested in imprisonment produces just $0.37 in crime-
reduction benefits, while Washington’s drug courts produce $1.74 in benefits for 
each dollar spent.35 
 

A study of the Drug Treatment Alternative to Prison (DTAP) program conducted by 
the Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA) found 
that treatment is effective, even for individuals with very significant criminal 
histories.36  DTAP, which is run by the office of the District Attorney in Brooklyn, NY, 
treats repeat felony offenders addicted to heroin, crack, and powder cocaine who 
have already spent an average four years behind bars.  Despite the obstacles, more 
than half graduate from the program. 
 

CASA researchers found that DTAP participants, who receive 15 to 24 months of 
residential drug treatment, were less likely to be re-arrested or re-incarcerated than 
members of a matched comparison group who were sentenced to prison.  After two 
years, those placed in DTAP were 26 percent less likely to be arrested, 36 percent 
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less likely to be reconvicted and 67 percent less likely to return to prison than the 
matched comparison group.  The Brooklyn District Attorney’s innovative program 
was a “first” for prosecutors in New York, and it helped to set the stage for reform of 
New York’s infamous Rockefeller drug laws.  
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EVIDENCE-BASED COMMUNITY SUPERVISION CAN REDUCE RECIDIVISM AND 

CRIME 
 
Many efforts are underway across the U.S. to improve the effectiveness of probation 
and post-prison supervision with strategies that can win better compliance with 
supervision requirements, shorten time under supervision, and reduce recidivism.  
Sweeping changes to probation and parole supervision in Maryland have been 
rigorously evaluated and the results are remarkable. 37   
 
Judith Sachwald was faced with a problem-plagued system when she was appointed 
to direct the Maryland Division of Parole and Probation in 2000.  Sachwald 
immediately set about creating a new model for community supervision.  Based on 
research findings on what works in correctional services, the program design for 
Proactive Community Supervision (PCS) rests on four key prescriptive elements: 
 

1. Use a standardized tool to assess criminal characteristics. 
 

2. Engage people under supervision to join their personal desires and goals to a 
focus on dealing with criminogenic issues. 

 

3. Emphasize achievement of behavioral goals via positive and negative re-
enforcers. 

 

4. Maintain an environment where people under supervision can take 
incremental steps and learn from missteps or small relapses.   

 
The goal of assessment and classification was identification of the “criminogenic 
needs” of individuals under supervision.  This process provided a flexible model of 
supervision focused on the typical types of criminogenic traits of those under 
supervision.  The typologies and associated behavioral responses sought include: 
 

 Disassociated: develop a pro-social, social-support network 
 Drug-involved addict: achieve abstinence from illicit drug use 
 Drug-involved entrepreneur: obtain prosocial employment 
 Domestic violent: control power and control issues 
 Mental health: address mental health issues 
 Sex offender: control sexually deviant behavior 
 Violent: address violent tendencies  

 
Supervisors and line staff received intensive training on a variety of topics including 
motivational interviewing, interpersonal communication, team building, conflict 
management and resolution, decision-making, evidence-based practices, and 
strengthening community partnerships. 
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MEASURING PCS’S IMPACT 
 
Evaluation of the PCS community supervision model was undertaken by a team of 
researchers led by Faye Taxman.  She found that PCS cases involved far more 
contacts than traditional supervision cases.  Yet while PCS agents provided more 
scrutiny over people they supervised, they were not more likely to sanction them 
for their noncompliant behavior.  And statistical analysis revealed that people 
supervised under PCS had a 42 percent lower rate of rearrest for new crimes than 
those supervised using traditional methods.  The technical violation rate was also 
lower for the PCS group: 35 percent compared to 40 percent of the non-PCS group.38 
 
While PCS presents important lessons about how community supervision can 
reduce rule-breaking and improve public safety, the “Unlocking America” team of 
experts warns that policymakers should realize that simply lengthening the terms of 
supervision is not likely to improve outcomes.39  
  

There is little evidence that lengthy parole and probation terms 
decrease crime.  A number of studies in California discovered that 
1) there was no relationship between the time on supervision and 
parole success, and 2) parole versus no parole supervision on 
recidivism rates.  Probation or parole supervision failure is most likely 
to occur within the first 12 months of supervision; thereafter, 
supervision is more of a nuisance than a means for assisting people 
after prison or preventing them from committing another crime. 

 

DIVERTING PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS 
 
Many public officials are reviewing their sentencing and release practices, and have 
begun to recognize that mental health treatment systems can successfully perform 
the functions of sentencing individuals convicted of crimes to community-based 
mental health options, diverting these people from incarceration, and ultimately 
preparing them for release from confinement. 

National studies indicate that estimates of the number of mentally ill in state prison 
populations vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and from one period of time to 
another.  According to a recent article, one researcher suggested that 10-15 percent 
of state prisoners are seriously mentally ill, a second researcher felt the range 
covered 10-20 percent, and other researchers argue for 15-16 percent.40 
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Program and policy initiatives aimed at diverting those with mental illness, those 
with substance abuse problems, or those with co-occurring disorders, share the 
objectives of increasing public safety and reducing recidivism.  A new consensus is 
emerging that community-based options are more likely than civil or criminal 
confinement to achieve these twin objectives.41 
 
A team of experts commissioned by the National Sheriffs Association used recent 
data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics at the U.S. Department of Justice to 
estimate the odds that a person with a serious mental illness would be in a jail or 
prison, rather than a psychiatric hospital.42  They found that more than three times 
more seriously mentally ill persons were in jails and prisons than in hospitals.  
 

Looked at by individual states, in North Dakota there are 
approximately an equal number of mentally ill persons in jails and 
prisons compared to hospitals.  By contrast, Arizona and Nevada have 
almost ten times more mentally ill persons in jails and prisons than in 
hospitals.  It is thus fact, not hyperbole, that America’s jails and 
prisons have become our new mental hospitals. 

 

Arizona ranked next to last (49
th

 among the states) in likelihood of having mentally ill 

individuals in hospitals.  Nationally, in less than three decades, the percentage of 
seriously mentally ill prisoners has almost tripled.  Forty percent of individuals with 
serious mental illnesses have been in jail or prison at some time in their lives.  The 
report’s authors concluded that, “Any state can solve this problem if it has the 
political will by using assisted outpatient treatment and mental health courts and by 
holding mental health officials responsible for outcomes.” 
 

HIGH PRISON COSTS VS. COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS BENEFITS 
 
Arizona’s prison budget has reached a record $1 billion, 12 percent of the total state 
budget.43  The research evidence, based upon the experience in other states and 
referenced in this report, suggests several ways to safely and economically reduce 
Arizona’s prison population. 
 
Restoring judicial sentencing discretion, elimination of mandatory minimum 
sentences, and modification of “truth in sentencing laws” allows people convicted of 
low-level, non-violent crimes to be sentenced to shorter terms of incarceration or 
treatment with community supervision.  “Merit time” or “earned time” systems can 
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provide incarcerated people incentives to participate in education, work programs, 
or rehabilitation programs in exchange for shorter time behind bars.  Evidence-
based probation and post-prison supervision practices can assure that diverting 
people from prison to probation and releasing prisoners to supervision in the 
community will improve public safety and save tax dollars.  
 
A team of analysts at the Washington State Institute for Public Policy has conducted 
extensive cost-benefit research to identify cost-effective program interventions for 
adults and juveniles, as well as primary prevention programs that demonstrate 
statistically significant reductions in crime outcomes.44  Program interventions that 
are shown to be “smart investments” include cognitive-behavioral programs, drug 
treatment, vocational education, and employment programs.  Effective prevention 
investments that bring significant returns in terms of crime reduction include early 
childhood education, “nurse-family partnerships” for young mothers and their 
children, parent-child interaction therapy, and incentives for high-school 
graduation. 
 
The WSIPP analysts urge that policymakers be smart investors as they consider 
correctional options, because some programs work, while some do not.  If chosen 
with care, many types of affordable interventions can reduce reliance on prison, 
save scarce taxpayer dollars, and help to lower crime rates.  “Our analysis of 
evidence-based and economically sound options for corrections indicates that there 
are ways to provide more cost-effective use of taxpayers’ monies.” 
 

“MERIT TIME” SAVES MILLIONS 
 
Spiraling prison costs have renewed interest in "earned time” and "merit release" 
programs that provide incentives for constructive use of time served behind bars.  
New York’s “Merit Time” program was signed into law by Governor George Pataki in 
1997.  People serving prison sentences for a nonviolent, non-sex crime can earn a 
one-sixth reduction off their minimum term through achievement of a “milestone” 
goal, qualifying them more quickly for parole consideration.  “Milestones” include 
obtaining a GED or vocational certificate, completing an alcohol or drug-abuse 
program, or performing 400 hours of service on a community work crew.  New 
reforms enacted in 2009 increase Merit credits for people who take college courses, 
enroll in state-approved apprenticeships, or work as a prison-hospice aide.   
 
Department of Correctional Services (DOCS) managers report that almost 38,000 
people had earned a Merit parole hearing by the end of 2006.  The great majority 
(78 percent) were serving a sentence for a drug violation.  Sixty-three percent of 
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them were released.45  Research on return-to-prison rates over a period of three 
years for those earning Merit release shows a lower rate of recidivism:  31 percent, 
compared to 39 percent for other people released from prison.46 
 

COST SAVINGS ESTIMATES 
 
DOCS researchers estimate that those who earn Merit release slice more than six 
months off their minimum sentence, saving an average of $15,464 per release, for a 
total savings between 1997 and 2006 of $372 million.47  While these population 
control tools also help to restrain correctional costs, some of the cost savings 
estimates made by correctional managers have not produced any net reduction in 
overall expenditures on prison system operations.   
 
From 1999 forward, the New York State prison population declined on a steady 
curve, but actual budget savings are hard to achieve unless prisons are actually 
closed.  The administration repeatedly proposed closure of prison facilities, but until 
the economic downturn drove drastic budget cuts in 2009, the politics of prison 
closure trumped practical budget concerns.  To make matters worse, other elements 
of the prison budget ballooned, erasing any cost savings achieved though 
application of DOCS’ powerful population control tool kit.  
 
Across the river in New Jersey a combination of drug policy reforms and parole 
system improvements since 1999 have opened the door to significant fiscal savings 
with no apparent adverse impact on public safety.  In June 2009, DOC managers 
closed the Riverfront State Prison, a 1,000-bed prison in Camden, with annual 
operating costs of $42 million.48 
 
A significant motivation for downscaling prison systems has been the need to 
conserve our precious tax dollars in the face of a severe economic downtown.  State 
officials have produced a variety of calculations to illustrate budget savings that 
have been achieved through reduced reliance on incarceration.  But most agree that 
saving significant amounts of tax dollars requires closure of entire prison facilities. 
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COST/BENEFIT ANALYSTS ACROSS THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM ADVISE 

CONTROLLING COSTS  
 
In 1999, the same year that prison populations began to shrink in New York and 
New Jersey, the Manhattan Institute published a report of cost/benefit analysis 
conducted by a team of conservative analysts.  They urged a rethinking about the 
wisdom of continuing prison capacity expansion. 49 
 

It is likely that the community costs associated with additional 
incarceration would increase as the incarceration rate increases.  One 
reason for this is that prison may lose its value as a penalty if it is seen 
as commonplace.  A second reason is that high incarceration rates 
may undermine the legitimacy of the government if citizens come to 
see the government as too intrusive and coercive.  Of course, low 
incarceration rates may have that effect too, if citizens come to feel 
that the government is not “doing enough” about crime.  Thus, it is 
important to get the level of incarceration “right” for reasons of justice 
as well as to ensure the prudent use of tax dollars.  Given the dramatic 
increases in the proportion of the population under correctional 
supervision in recent years, these costs must be considered. 

 
A new study published by the Center for Economic and Policy Research proposes 
that reducing reliance on imprisonment of people convicted of non-violent crimes 
could wring billions of dollars from correctional budgets.50 
 

A reduction by one-half in the incarceration rate for non-violent 
offenders (who now make up over 60 percent of the prison and jail 
population) would lower the overall incarceration rate to the level 
reached in 1993 (which was already high by historical standards).  
This would also lower correctional expenditures by $16.9 billion per 
year, with the large majority of these savings accruing to state and 
local governments.  These projected savings would amount to almost 
one-fourth of total corrections budgets.  The extensive research on 
incarceration and crime suggests that these budgetary savings could 
be achieved without any appreciable deterioration in public safety. 
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IMPROVING PUBLIC SAFETY WHILE DOWNSCALING PRISONS 
 
The record in “downscaling states” is clear.  Reducing prison populations does not 
increase crime rates.  Changing the sentencing guidelines for drug possession and 
improving community corrections and parole supervision helped Kansas officials to 
avoid the cost of building a new prison.  Prison managers were able to close a 
women’s camp in 2008, saving $480,000.51  In 2009, prison capacity was reduced by 
447 unneeded, minimum-security, prison beds.52  Reduction in the state’s prison 
population levels since 2003 has not diminished public safety.  By 2008, the violent 
crime rate had fallen by three percent, while property crime fell by 16 percent. 
 
The downscaling process in Michigan that was initiated in 2007 has clearly not 
produced increased levels of crime in the state.  While prison population levels 
spiraled downward, crime rates also fell – with a reduction in violent crime of 
11 percent between 2006 and 2008, and a nine percent reduction in property crime.  
 
Since 1999, when New Jersey’s prison population began to fall, a combination of 
drug policy reforms and parole system improvements set the stage for significant 
state budget savings, and – again – there has been no negative impact on public 
safety.  Between 1999 and 2008, the rate of violent crime dropped by 21 percent, 
while property crime fell by 23 percent.  
 
Meanwhile, the state of New York has set national records for both crime reduction 
and prison downscaling.  The state’s prison population hit a high-water mark in 
1999, dipping thereafter by 20 percent.  And yet FBI crime data show that by 2008 
violent crime had fallen by 32 percent since 1999, and property crime fell by 
26 percent.  The downscaling experience in New York should give policy makers 
across the nation great confidence that reducing reliance on imprisonment can be 
accomplished without jeopardizing the public’s safety.   
 

STRENGTHENING HIGH-RISK COMMUNITIES WITH JUSTICE REINVESTMENT  
 
As policymakers move to control and reduce prison costs, an increasing number of 
them are embracing the concept of "Justice Reinvestment," whereby cost savings 
wrung from sentencing or correctional reforms are channeled back to improve and 
expand community supervision and/or treatment programs, or invested in efforts to 
improve housing, and educational opportunities for people living in high-crime, 
high-incarceration neighborhoods.  
 
The emerging concept of Justice Reinvestment springs from counter-intuitive 
research findings such as those cited above that mass incarceration carries negative 
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impacts for inner-city urban neighborhoods where it perpetuates a cycle of crime 
and incarceration.  Billions of precious tax dollars are spent to imprison large 
numbers of people from impoverished urban communities.  Yet investment in iron 
bars and razor wire provides relatively little return in terms of public safety, 
especially when compared with the positive benefits that can be gained by 
providing substance-abuse treatment, housing, education, and jobs.  Justice 
Reinvestment involves reducing spending on prisons and investing a portion of the 
savings into infrastructure and civic institutions located in high-risk neighborhoods. 
 
Since a national Justice Reinvestment project was introduced at the Council of State 
Governments, 14 states (Arizona, Connecticut, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Nevada, 
New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Texas, Vermont, 
and Wisconsin) have taken up strategies designed to implement the concept. 
 
One of the most ambitious Justice Reinvestment projects has been initiated in 
Kansas.  When correctional managers began to turn their attention to reducing 
prison costs in 2006, other state officials partnered with the Council of State 
Governments to embark on an ambitious plan for justice reinvestment in one of the 
state’s high-risk neighborhoods.  They understood that a lasting reduction in crime 
and recidivism rates would depend on efforts to revitalize the neighborhoods where 
people had been living when they committed the crimes that sent them to prison, 
and on the provision of substance abuse, mental health, employment, and housing 
services in the communities to which they would return.   
 
Aided by staff at the Justice Mapping Center, they were able to pinpoint the multiple 
problems that gave Wichita’s Council District 1 the highest incarceration rate in 
Kansas, accounting for $11.4 million in spending for its prison commitments over 
the course of a single year.  People from District 1 were using more than twice the 
number of prison beds as any other Wichita council district.53 
 
State agency officials are working with staff at local city agencies on a 
comprehensive plan for neighborhood revitalization.  Members of the state 
legislature are collaborating with city council members, and a community advisory 
committee includes representatives of the local housing and police departments, 
along with people from the faith community.  
 
Since up to a third of the people released from prison who return to District 1 are 
homeless or lack appropriate housing options, the heart of the revitalization plan – 
“The New Communities Initiative” – is a neighborhood-based housing development 
project that will target the district’s hundreds of abandoned houses and blighted 
properties.  Several banks, hospitals, private foundations, schools, and universities 
have joined the community development collaboration. 
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JUSTICE REINVESTMENT IN ARIZONA 
 
Corrections professionals in Arizona struggle with unbridled prison population 
growth.  Recent projections indicate that if current trends continue, the state prison 
population will grow by 52 percent over the next ten years, twice the rate of 
increase projected for the state’s general population, costing taxpayers billions of 
dollars.  Analysis of population growth reveals the high rate of failure among people 
on community supervision as the primary driving factor behind prison growth: 
parole and probation revocations account for 17 and 26 percent of admissions 
respectively. 
 
Geographical analysis conducted by the Justice Mapping Center showed that a 
handful of neighborhoods contribute a greatly disproportional share of the people 
who go to prison and return upon release.  South Phoenix contains just one percent 
of state residents yet accounts for more than six percent of the prison population.  
The cost of incarcerating residents from a single Phoenix zip code mounts to 
$70 million annually. 
 
The Arizona Department of Corrections is collaborating with the U.S. Department of 
Justice and Maricopa County government and services providers in the Phoenix 
Metro area to develop a plan to reduce crime and incarceration rates in such high-
risk neighborhoods.  To begin, they decided to focus on a specific area and review 
the ways in which people returning to this area were supervised by ADC Community 
Corrections (commonly referred to as “parole”).   
 
Changing the style of supervision to incorporate evidence-based practices such as 
motivational interviewing and collaborative approaches with community service 
providers could reduce the number of warrants issued for technical violations.  The 
Legacy Project, a pilot program in South Phoenix's 85040 and 85941 zip code areas, 
was initiated by ADC in 2007.  Soon after, the model was replicated by the Maricopa 
County Adult Probation Department within the 85041 zip code area. 
 
Zip codes 85040 and 85041 have concentrations of poverty, crime, and delinquency 
that have spanned decades, with half of the area’s families receiving public welfare, 
food stamps, and/or state-funded health benefits.  Some thousand people return to 
the neighborhood from prison each year. 
 
Prior to release, eligible people who will return to 85040/41 are housed together 
for “transition-specific planning.”  They meet the parole agents who will work with 
them after release to help them and their families achieve stability. 
 
The effort is to move the focus away from a “zero tolerance” approach to technical 
rule violations toward assessment of criminogenic factors such as poverty, 
unemployment, substance abuse, and mental illness.  Supervision agents are 
teaming up with city, state, and federal community providers, sharing office space 
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and facilitating access to needed services such as obtaining personal identification, 
employment and educational resources, health insurance, unemployment or 
disability benefits, and nutrition assistance.  Referrals are given to offenders who 
need substance abuse and mental health treatment. 
 
To further advance the principles of Justice Reinvestment and reduce the rate of 
probation violation, the Arizona Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1476, the “Safe 
Communities Act,” in December 2008.  The measure created incentives for success 
for those sentenced to county-based probation supervision.  Probationers are 
eligible to have their supervision term reduced by 20 days for each month of 
compliance with probation conditions, performance of community service, and 
payment of restitution to victims.  Any county probation agency that sees a 
reduction in recidivism and revocations was to receive 40 percent of the prison bed 
savings to provide greater access to drug treatment and training programs, and to 
expand services to victims of crime.   
 
A report compiled by the Administrative Office of the Courts indicates that, 
compared to fiscal year 2008 baseline data on revocations, there was a 13 percent 
decrease in revocations resulting in an admission to state prison during fiscal year 
2009.  During the same period, the rate of new felony convictions among people on 
probation fell by two percent.54  Staff at the Joint Legislative Budget Committee 
estimated that more than $6 million in prison costs were averted by revocation 
reductions in eight counties who met the requirements of SB 1476.  They calculated 
that $2,410,300 should be appropriated to increase community corrections 
services.55  But, facing an overwhelming huge budget crisis, Arizona legislators have 
not made any appropriations available for the purposes set forth in the “Safe 
Communities Act.” 
 
The promise of additional funds has not been the only motivation for reform of 
community supervision, however.  Court officials say that revocation and recidivism 
reductions actually began some months before SB 1476 took effect.  Work to 
incorporate evidence-based practices in probation had been initiated back in 2002, 
when the Administrative Office of the Courts and county probation managers began 
to introduce validated risk-assessment tools.  National experts in the field of 
evidence-based practices were engaged to educate the state’s judges about the 
advantages the new strategies bring to strengthen community supervision.  
 
Once the new tools were incorporated in practice, probation staff received training 
in evidence-based supervision techniques such as motivational interviewing and 
cognitive skills training.  They were given case-planning tools to help them target 
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program interventions to meet the risk and needs profiles of individuals under 
supervision, as well as positive reinforcement techniques to bolster motivation 
among the people they supervise.  AOC provided a wealth of training and support to 
local probation staff throughout the process.   Each county probation department is 
required to promulgate new policies and procedures to reflect the Code revisions. 
Facing a budget cutback in 2009, then-Chief Justice Ruth McGregor issued an 
executive order that covered a range of belt-tightening measures to trim the Judicial 
Branch budget.  Superior Court Presiding Judges were urged to rely on the new 
probation risk-assessment tools and case-management strategies to reduce 
revocations to both jail and prison, to allocate supervision resources more 
efficiently, and to move for early termination for low-risk people who had made 
good progress and gained stability in the community. 
 
Five county probation offices have been approved for full operation under AOC’s 
new evidence-based practice Codes.  The rest of the counties are on track for 
approval by December 2010.  The target for reducing revocations under SB 1476 
had been set at just five percent.  Preliminary results show progress at more than 
double the required rate – as well as a modest reduction in new crimes – an 
encouraging sign that efforts made since 2002 to strengthen probation supervision 
are paying off in more efficient, more effective use of community supervision 
resources.  These improvements indicate that the time is ripe for increasing judicial 
discretion to safely divert people with lower risk profiles to community supervision 
who are now mandated to prison under Arizona’s harsh sentencing laws. 
 
The Maricopa County Adult Probation Department is undergoing a major effort to 
implement evidence-based practices in response to the revisions of the Arizona 
Code of Judicial Administration.56  Highlights of the new initiative in Maricopa 
County reflect the evidence-based strategies that have demonstrated excellent 
outcomes in Maryland.  
 

 Training staff in periodic administration of risk-assessment tools and 
development of risk-based case plans that will target the criminogenic needs 
of each person under probation supervision.  

 

 Shifting the focus of case management and interventions (e.g., cognitive-
behavioral and social-learning programs; substance-abuse treatment) 
toward those with higher risks and needs, in recognition that low-risk 
probationers generally do not require intervention unless problems emerge 
while they are under supervision. 

 

 Recognizing that interventions should be tailored to individual needs, as 
appropriate to a person’s culture, gender, learning style, and motivation for 
change. 
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The Maricopa County Adult Probation Department has a long-standing evidence-
based approach to case management for people with serious mental illness issues.  
To provide appropriate services and reduce their higher risk of revocation, staff 
who manage special caseloads for these people use risk-assessment tools to tailor 
case plans that reflect effective case-management strategies: 
 

 A “Firm but Fair” supervision approach that involves caring, fairness, trust, 
and an authoritative (but not authoritarian) style of relating to those under 
supervision. 

 
 A problem-solving approach to barriers and difficulties experienced by 

people with mental illness as they struggle to comply with the rules of 
probation supervision. 

 
 A boundary-spanning effort to work closely as a team with mental health 

treatment professionals and to effectively advocate for needed services. 
 
These skills and tools are helping to win very encouraging results with a challenging 
set of probationers.  In fiscal year 2009, the specialized mental health units reported 
a 79 percent rate of successful probation completion, with just five percent of those 
on special caseloads being convicted for a new felony. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The harsh reality of the fiscal crisis coupled with a renewed interest in evidence-
based programming is stimulating a national conversation about the unreasonably 
high level of incarceration in the U.S. and the prospects for reducing its scale while 
at the same time promoting better public safety outcomes.  Community corrections 
practice in Arizona is already moving toward broad implementation of evidence-
based strategies, and the preliminary results are showing great promise.   
 
A recent report from Arizona’s Auditor General’s Office has recommended 
consideration of a number of improvements that could cut prison costs while 
increasing the effectiveness of the criminal justice system:57 
 

 Expand diversion of those convicted of low-risk offenses to non-prison 
alternatives. 

 
 Revise truth-in-sentencing laws to reduce the amount of prison time served 

by those sentenced for low-risk offenses. 
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 Broaden use of cost-effective non-prison sentencing alternatives – drug 

treatment, home arrest and day reporting. 
 

 Reduce parole violation revocations with use of graduated sanctions such as 
day reporting, residential treatment and assessment centers. 

 
The track record established in four “downscaling states” demonstrates that prison 
populations can be reduced with sentencing reforms and correctional policies 
designed to improve the overall performance of the criminal justice system.  The 
fast growth in the number of states that are experiencing declines in their prison 
population has not been met by public outcry.  More than a decade of public opinion 
surveys show that support has steadily increased for sensible reforms.  The time is 
ripe in Arizona to pursue a better balance between prison costs and community 
corrections benefits. 
 
Arizona policymakers can restore judicial discretion to sentence people to more 
effective, less costly correctional supervision and treatment options in lieu of prison 
in cases where such measures would clearly better serve both justice and public 
safety objectives.  Policies can be introduced to shorten prison terms with incentives 
for constructive activities.  Pragmatic changes to “truth in sentencing” provisions 
have not proved controversial in states that have adopted them.  Efforts to improve 
community supervision of people sentenced to probation, as well as those who 
return home from prison, are helping to restore our confidence in the American 
courts and correctional systems.  
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